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QUESTION 1

Which two requirements should the Salesforce Community Cloud support for self- registration and SSO? Choose 2
answers 

A. SAML SSO and Registration Handler 

B. OpenId Connect Authentication Provider and Registration Handler 

C. SAML SSO and just-in-time provisioning 

D. OpenId Connect Authentication Provider and just-in-time provisioning 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) use Salesforce to track leads, opportunities, and to capture order details. However,
Salesforce isn\\'t the system that holds or processes orders. After the order details are captured in Salesforce, an order
must be created in the remote system, which manages the orders lifecylce. The Integration Architect for the project is
recommending a remote system that will subscribe to the platform event defined in Salesforce. 

Which integration pattern should be used for this business use case? 

A. Remote Call In 

B. Request and Reply 

C. Fire and Forget 

D. Batch Data Synchronization 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Northern Trail Outfitters wants to use Salesforce as a front end for creating accounts using the lead-to-opportunity
process. 

1.

 An order is created in Salesforce when the opportunity is closed and won, but the back- end ERP system is the data
master for order. 

2.

 Customer wants to be able to see within Salesforce all the stages of order processing like Order Created, Order
Shipped, Order Paid that are within the retention window. Which two message durability considerations should an
Integration Architect make when designing a solution to meet these business requirements? Choose 2 answers 
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A. When subscribing to Salesforce Event bus, ReplaylD is used with a value of -2 to be able to see old and new events. 

B. High-volume event messages are stored for 24 hours (one day). 

C. When subscribing to Salesforce Event bus, ReplaylD is used with a value of -1 to be able to see new events. 

D. High-volume event messages are stored for 72 hours (three days). 

Correct Answer: AD 

Explanation: https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-
us.api_streaming.meta/api_streaming/using_streaming_api_durability.htm 

 

QUESTION 4

A healthcareservices company maintains a Patient Prescriptions System that has 50+ million records in a secure
database. Their customer base and data set growing rapidly. They want to make sure that the following policies are
enforced: 

1.

 Identifiable patient prescriptions must exist only in their secure system\\'s databaseand encrypted at rest. 

2.

 Identifiable patient prescriptions must be made available only to people explicit authorized in the Patient Prescriptions
System assigned nurses anddoctors, patient, and people explicitly the patient may authorize. 

3.

 Must be available only to verified and pre-approved people or legal entities. 

To enable this, the company provides the following capabilities: 

1.

 One-time use identity tokens for patients, nurses, doctors, andother people that expire within a few minutes. 

2.

 Certificates for legal entities.. RESTful services. 

The company has a Salesforce Community Cloud portal for patients, nurses, doctors, and other authorized people. A
limited number of employees analyze deidentified data in Einstein Analytics. 

Which two capabilities should the integration architect require for the Community Cloud portal and Einstein Analytics?
Choose 2 answers 

A. Identity token data storage 

B. Bulk load for Einstein Analytics 

C. Callouts toRESTful services 

D. Encryption in transit and at rest 
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Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 5

NorthernTrail Outfitters needs to send order and line items directly to an existing finance application webservice when
an order if fulfilled. It is critical that eac order reach the finance application exactly once for accurate invoicing. What
solution should anarchitect propose? 

A. Trigger invokes Queueable Apex method, with custom error handling process. 

B. Trigger makes @future Apex method, with custom error handling process. 

C. Button press invokes synchronous callout, with user handling retries in case of error 

D. Outbound Messaging, which will automatically handle error retries to the service. 

Correct Answer: A 
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